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ABSTRACT 
Visual Contents such as images and video does not only contain objects, location and actions but also cues about 

affect, emotion and sentiment. Such information I very useful to understand visual content beyond semantic 

concept presence thus making it more explainable to the user. Images are the easiest medium through which 

people can express their emotions on social networking sites. Social media users are increasingly using images 

and videos to express their opinions and share their experiences. Sentiment analysis of such large scale visual 

content can help better extract user sentiments toward events or topics, such as those in image tweets, so that 

prediction of sentiment from visual content is complementary to textual sentiment analysis. Significant progress 

has been made with this technology, however, there is little research focus on the picture sentiments. This paper 

proposes a novel approach that exploits latent correlations among multiple views: visual and textual views, and a 

sentiment view constructed using SentiWordNet. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Sentiment analysis of online user generated content is important for many social media analytics tasks. 

Researchers have largely relied on textual sentiment analysis to develop systems to predict political elections, 

measure economic indicators, and so on. Recently, social media users are increasingly using images and videos 

to express their opinions and share their experiences. Sentiment analysis of such large scale visual content can 

help better extract user sentiments toward events or topics, such as those in image tweets, so that prediction of 

sentiment from visual content is complementary to textual sentiment analysis. A picture is worth a thousand 

words. It is surely worth even more when it comes to convey human emotions and sentiments. Examples that 

support this are abundant: great captivating photos often contain rich emotional cues that help viewers easily 

connect with those photos. With the advent of social media, an increasing number of people start to use photos to 

express their joy, grudge, and boredom on social media platforms like Flickr and Instagram. Automatic inference 

of the emotion and sentiment information from such ever-growing, massive amounts of user-generated photos is 

of increasing importance to many applications in health-care, anthropology, communication studies, marketing, 

and many sub-areas within computer science such as computer vision. Think about this: Emotional wellness 

impacts several aspects of people’s lives. For example, it introduces self-empathy, giving an individual greater 

awareness of their feelings. It also improves one’s self-esteem and resilience, allowing them to bounce back with 

ease, from poor emotional health, and physical stress and difficulty. 

 

Now Consider the example as shown in below figure 1.1. As people are increasingly using photos to record their 

daily lives, we can assess a person’s emotional wellness based on the emotion and sentiment inferred from her 

photos on social media platforms.  
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(a) “Girlfriend crying a lot when I proposed to her”. 

(b) “Crying baby after her toy was taken 

Fig 1.1 An example shows affective gap 

 

LETERATURE SURVEY 
1. Image Sentiment Analysis using Deep Convolutional Neural Networks with Domain Specific Fine Tuning by 

Stuti Jindal and Sanjay Singh 2015 International Conference on Information Processing (ICIP). In this work, an 

image sentiment prediction framework is built with Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN). Specifically, this 

framework is pretrained on a large scale data for object recognition to further perform transfer learning. Extensive 

experiments were conducted on manually labeled Flickr image dataset. To make use of such labeled data, we 

employ a progressive strategy of domain specific fine tuning of the deep network. The results show that the 

proposed CNN training can achieve better performance in image sentiment analysis than competing networks. 

2. Visual Sentiment Analysis for Social Images Using Transfer Learning Approach Jyoti Islam ,Yanqing Zhang 

2016 IEEE International Conferences on Big Data and Cloud Computing (BDCloud), Social Computing and 

Networking (SocialCom), Sustainable Computing and Communications (SustainCom). In this paper, we propose 

a novel visual sentiment analysis framework using transfer learning approach to predict sentiment. We use hyper-

parameters learned from a very deep convolutional neural network to initialize our network model to prevent 

overfitting. We conduct extensive experiments on a Twitter image dataset and prove that our model achieves 

better performance than the current state-of-the-art. 

3. Influence Factor Based Opinion Mining of Twitter Data Using Supervised Learning by Malhar Anjaria, Ram 

Mahana Reddy Guddeti 978-1-4799-3635-9/14 2014 IEEE. In this paper, we introduce the novel approach of 

exploiting the user influence factor in order to predict the outcome of an election result. We also propose a hybrid 

approach of extracting opinion using direct and indirect features of Twitter data based on Support Vector 

Machines (SVM), Naive Bayes, Maximum Entropy and Artificial Neural Networks based supervised classifiers. 

4. Inferring Sentiment from Web Images with Joint Inference on Visual and Social Cues: A Regulated Matrix 

Factorization Approach by Yilin Wang, Yuheng Hu ,Subbarao Kambhampati ,Baoxin Li Proceedings of the Ninth 

International AAAI Conference on Web and Social Media. In this paper, we study the problem of understanding 

human sentiments from large scale collection of Internet images based on both image features and contextual 

social network information (such as friend comments and user description). Despite the great strides in analyzing 

user sentiment based on text information, the analysis of sentiment behind the image content has largely been 

ignored. Thus, we extend the significant advances in text-based sentiment prediction tasks to the higher level 

challenge of predicting the underlying sentiments behind the images. 

5. Visual and Textual Sentiment Analysis of a Microblog Using Deep Convolutional Neural Networks by Yuhai 

Yu1, Hongfei Lin, Jiana Meng,† and Zhehuan Zhao. In this paper, we utilize deep learning models in a 

convolutional neural network (CNN) to analyze the sentiment in Chinese microblogs from both textual and visual 

content. We first train a CNN on top of pre-trained word vectors for textual sentiment analysis and employ a deep 

convolutional neural network (DNN) with generalized dropout for visual sentiment analysis. We then evaluate 

our sentiment prediction framework on a dataset collected from a famous Chinese social media network (Sina 

Weibo) that includes text and related images and demonstrate state-of-the-art results on this Chinese sentiment 

analysis benchmark. 

6. Robust Image Sentiment Analysis Using Progressively Trained and Domain Transferred Deep Networks by 

Quanzeng You and Jiebo Luo Hailin Jin and Jianchao Yang. In this paper we first design a suitable CNN 

architecture for image sentiment analysis. We obtain half a million training samples by using a baseline sentiment 

algorithm to label Flickr images. To make use of such noisy machine labeled data, we employ a progressive 

strategy to fine-tune the deep network. Furthermore, we improve the performance on Twitter images by inducing 

domain transfer with a small number of manually labeled Twitter images. We have conducted extensive 

experiments on manually labeled Twitter images. The results show that the proposed CNN can achieve better 

performance in image sentiment analysis than competing algorithms.  

7. How do your friends on social media disclose your emotions? by Yang Yang, Jia Jia, Shumei Zhang, BoyaWu, 

Qicong Chen, Juanzi Li, Chunxiao Xing, Jie Tang. In this paper, we formally formalize the problem and propose 

a novel emotion learning method by jointly modeling images posted by social users and comments added by their 
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friends. One advantage of the model is that it can distinguish those comments that are closely related to the emotion 

expression for an image from the other irrelevant ones. Experiments on an open Flickr dataset show that the 

proposed model can significantly improve (+37.4% by F1) the accuracy for inferring user emotions. More 

interestingly, we found that half of the improvements are due to interactions between 1.0% of the closest friends.  

8. DeViSE: A Deep Visual-Semantic Embedding Model: by Andrea Frome, Greg S. Corrado, Jonathon Shlens, 

Samy Bengio Jeffrey Dean, Marc’Aurelio Ranzato, Tomas Mikolov In this paper we present a new deep visual-

semantic embedding model trained to identify visual objects using both labeled image data as well as semantic 

information gleaned from unannotated text. We demonstrate that this model matches state-of-the-art performance 

on the 1000-class ImageNet object recognition challenge while making more semantically reasonable errors, and 

also show that the semantic information can be exploited to make predictions about tens of thousands of image 

labels not observed during training. Semantic knowledge improves such zero-shot predictions achieving hit rates 

of up to 18% across thousands of novel labels never seen by the visual model.  

9. Sentiment Analysis for Social Media Images   by Yilin Wang and Baoxin Li In this proposal, we study the 

problem of understanding human sentiments from large scale collection of Internet images based on both image 

features and contextual social network information (such as friend comments and user description). Despite the 

great strides in analyzing user sentiment based on text information, the analysis of sentiment behind the image 

content has largely been ignored. we extend the significant advances in text-based sentiment prediction tasks to 

the higher level challenge of predicting the underlying sentiments behind the images. We show that neither visual 

features nor the textual features are by themselves sufficient for accurate sentiment labeling. Thus, we provide 

away of using both of them, and formulate sentiment prediction problem in two scenarios: supervised and 

unsupervised. 

 

PROPOSED SYSTEM 
We propose a novel approach that exploits latent correlations among multiple views: visual and textual views, 

and a sentiment view constructed using SentiWordNet. In the proposed method, we find a latent embedding space 

in which correlations among the three views are maximized. The projected features in the latent space are used to 

train a sentiment classifier, which considers the complementary information from different views. 

 

Dataset 
To evaluate the performance of image sentiment classification, we collected a set of images from Flickr and 

Instagram, and then prepared their sentiment labels via crowdsourcing. For each image, three workers were asked 

to provide a sentiment score. They could choose on a discrete five-point scale labeled with "highly positive," 

"positive," "neutral," "negative," and "highly negative." The datasets with sentiment labels (the number of users 

for each sentiment polarity) are available. Note that we divided the whole dataset into three batches for download. 

a) Flickr dataset (90,139 images with sentiment labels) File1 File2 File3 

b) Instagram dataset (65,439 images with sentiment labels) File1 File2 File3 

 

Block Diagram of Proposed System 

 
Fig 3.1 Working Block Diagram 
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CONCLUSION 
We present a novel image sentiment analysis method that uses the latent correlations among multiple views of 

training images. In the proposed method, we first extract features from visual, textual, and sentiment views. Then, 

to project the features from these views, we follow the framework of multi-view CCA using explicit feature 

mappings. In the embedding space, a sentiment polarity classifier is trained based on the projected features. To 

validate the effectiveness of the proposed method, we constructed image datasets via crowdsourcing. 
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